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With fake title documents, a phantom 

trade can be created in parallel to a real 

trade using the same details of an actual 

voyage but with different buyers. By the 

time, this “mirror” trade is detected, the 

cargo is often untraceable or consumed 

leaving different banks to the realisation 

that they have all financed the same cargo 

Why does it happen? 

The short answer as you can expect, is that trade fraud generally happens because of a desire to 

create liquidity rather than as an orchestrated master plan targeted at specific companies. At the 

heart of multiple financing, lies three key ingredients. First, there must be credit, typically in the 

form of multiple lines of financing through numerous banks all of which are unable to identify if 

they are lending for the same cargo due to a combination of a lack of a central repository and 

traditional banking secrecy laws. Second, title documents like bills of lading continue to exist 

predominantly in physical paper form. A “negotiable” bill of lading often used in trade effectively 

operates as a blank bearer cheque as the buyer’s name will be deliberately left empty to facilitate 

negotiation to any third party. Given the ease of which a party can manipulate the information on 

a bill, it astonishes me that banks are still in the practice of lending money off the back of copies 

instead of originals of such documents. Third, there needs be a string of traders involved each sat 

in different countries to exploit fragmented information gaps. As bills can be manipulated easily, 

each pair of hands it passes through increases the risk of fraud. Add to that, a few of the world’s 

largest trading houses and trading banks into the chain and a phantom trade now gains credibility. 

Surely, if the documents have passed through these large institutions, they must be legitimate?  

Too much comfort is placed on the documents if they pass through these institutions and not 

enough scrutiny on how these documents originated in the first place. A large institution in a 

phantom trade flow is instrumental as it serves to deflect attention -- for an easy margin these 

institutions can unwittingly give a phantom trade a veneer of legitimacy. The smoke and mirrors 

are now in place.  

The Solution 

With banks and insurers losing astronomical sums in multiple financing cases, is there a solution 

in sight? Blockchain with all its potential has yet to change this facet of international trade. Yes, 

there have been numerous platforms created based on the fundamental blockchain technology of 

an immutable distributable ledger so that a single cargo cannot be tacked twice by users on the 

platform. Unfortunately, therein lies the biggest challenge with blockchain – for it to reach its full 

potential to eradicate multiple financing, it will require a significant amount of participation from 

the world’s trade finance banks and trading houses. Instead of waiting for blockchain to change 

international trade, a better approach would be for banks and traders to spend more time on the 

transaction due diligence than being distracted by easy margins.  

After years of analysing trade flows, here are 7 red flags to look out for: 

1. The Conduit Trader

Who is the conduit trader? There is no one particular give away but a combination of signs may 

suggest a trade is not in the business of physical cargo. The conduit trader is not a product 

specialist – it may trade steel today and oil palm tomorrow and then cashew nuts the day after. It’s 

spike in revenue in a short period may be telling. It will not know what type of carrier is needed to 


